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FROM THE SECRETARY

WHAT'S IN A NAME?

I have made a real effort to keep up
with the mail directed to me by the
membership. In this I have not been
completely successful and I apologize.
I've been able to answer most of the
questions asked either by letter or
through the columns of the Bulletin
but if I've neglected yours it is not
out of intention or rudeness. B-ARS
has grown quite spectacularly and the
amount of participation generated has
been unusually large. The contributions which have been sent in are much
appreciated by the Editor and myself.
We thank you for your help and hope that
you will continue the good work.

Many English and American plane
makers share the same surname.
These are often common names and
their appearance may be coincidence. However, some American
planemen came from abroad and
it would be interesting to investigate the possibility that
others did. A small sample of
shared names follows:
Axe & Hields, Nottingham
G. Axe, Buffalo, N.Y
J. Barnes, Worcester
A Barnes, So Orange, Mass.
Bewley, Leeds
Bewley, N.Y.
Berry, London
B.F.Berry, Watertown, N.Y.
Booth Bros. Dublin
R.W.Booth, Cinc & Phila.
Bridge, Liverpool
Bridge, Washington, D.C.
And many, many more.

If you want to have pictures or materia'
returned, please include a note to that
effect. In ordinary circumstances we
prefer to avoid this necessity.

The British-American Rhykenological Society
President

Robert D. Graham, Jr.
1390 Tuggle Way,
Sacremento, Ca. 95831
Vice President (G.B.) William L. Goodman
Vice President (Can.) David G. Perch
Vice President (USA)
Richard A. Martin
Secretary-Treasurer
Elliot M. Sayward
60 Harvest Lane
Levittown, N.Y. 11756
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Send applications for membership to:
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The short article by the Secretary on the possible identity of BRIGGS IN KEEN in 1-4 elicited
two reports of further research by respected authorities in the field of rhykenology. They
Although each report duplicates to some extent material in
arrived almost simultaneously.
the other, each also offers facts and sources not appearing in the other and it was decided to
run both. S.W.N.
E. BRIGGS / IN KEEN
By John S. Kebabian
The article by Elliot Sayward in the December 1976 Plane Talk is another step forward in the attempt
to identify Briggs, the plane maker of Keene, New Hampshire. This man makes his first appearance
in the literature in the Roberts preliminary list (EAIA Chronicle June, 1966, suppl.) as "E. Rugg",
apparently from a badly struck specimen. In the December,1970 EAIA Chronicle the mark is reported
as "BRIGGS" "IN KEEN" from a plane in my collection, another badly struck specimen, as it now appears.
This mark was illustrated in the June, 1971, EAU. Chronicle. The reading of the mark was greatly
improved by Roger K. Smith, in a list privately circulated by him, where it is given in full as eE.
BRIGGS" "IN KEEN". By comparing the Smith drawing with the mark in my collection, a small portion
of the "E." could be made out, and that line of the mark is evidently the same. A slight complication is introduced at this point, for it clearly appears from the Smith drawing that the "IN" is
in italic letters, while it is just as clearly apparent that it is not, in my example. So we must
assume, for the present, that the second line of the mark exists in two states.
In the Roberts Wooden Planes, 1975, both the "E. Rugg" and the "Briggs" readings are reported, though
the latter reading is questioned.
Mrs. Doris Duley, of the Wrentham, Mass., Historical Commission, and Clerk of the Congregational
Church there, in a letter to me, made some very valuable suggestions abcut this mark. As Mr. Sayward
remarks, the use of the words "in" or "living in" seems, apart from this Keene instance, to be
confined to plane makers of the vicinity of Wrentham, Mass., where the earliest Anglo-American plane
manufacturing took place (so far as we now know), before the death in 1753 of the toolmaker Francis
Nicholson. Plane makers of Providence, R. I. just across the border from Wrentham, also used the "IN"
reading in their marks.
Mrs. Durey points out that the earliest settler of Keene, S. H., was Matthew Blake, of Wrentham, who
built the first house there in 1738; further, that about 30 families from Wrentham settled in Keene,
along with others from that part of Massachusetts.
In my article in the December, 1970, EAIA Chronicle I remarked on the large number of persons named
"Briggs" in the Keene records. The discovery that the first initial is "E." somewhat narrows the
field, but, alas, not very much.
The first Briggs to settle in Keene was apparently Elisha (1) Briggs, son of William Briggs, of Norton,
Mass., a town about 10 miles southwest of Wrentham. Elisha (1) married Mary Fisher of Wrentham on
March 30, 1758. Their first child, Agnes, was born in Norton in 1759. Elisha Cl) moved to Keene early
in 1763, and his son Elisha (2) was born there in 1774. Elisha Cl) is variously described as a "Joiner"
and a "millwright": he did in fact build at least three water powered mills in Keene, and manufactured
cider mills also. He was also a house builder - he "finished the meeting house" in 1775, and was overseer of construction of the parsonage. He died in 1803. Elisha (2) born in 1774, died in 1801, has
little about him in the records. He was married in 1793, and was the father of Elisha (3) born in
1799. The death date of Elisha (3) does not appear in the Keene records, so he probably went elsewhere.
We are far from done with the various -E." Briggses, however. Another son of William Briggs of
Norton, Mass., was Eliphalet Cl), brother of Elisha Cl). Eliphalet Cl) moved from Norton to Keene in
1767 "or earlier" as the record sayeth, and died there in 1780, aged 67. His son, Eliphalet (2) was
born in Norton in 1734; came to Keene in 1768 "or earlier", and died in 1776. Eliphalet (3), son of
(2), was born in 1765. He was a carpenter, joiner, and cabinet maker, and the father of six sons, all
of whom were cabinet makers. Eliphalet (4).was the son of (3); born in 1788, he died in 1845, and was
a joiner, carpenter, cabinet and chair maker.
As we can see, there was no lack of "E. BRIGGSES" in Keene. As they were the only persons of that
name and initial in the early days, it is clear that planemaker Briggs must be one of the seven. All
three whose occupations we know were concerned with woodworking in some form, and perhaps the four
others were also.
The -E. BRIGGS" mark is in appearance an early one, and the other characteristics of the plane (wedge,
dimensions, etc.) also indicate an 18th century origin. So very probably the planemaker was Elisha
(1) or Eliphalet (1) or (2), but further research would be necessary to establish this, if indeed it
ever can be established. Elisha (1) or Eliphalet (1) or (2) could have learned the trade of plane
making in Norton, Wrentham, or one of the town in the vicinity. The article by Donald and Anne C. Wing
in Dec., 1976 Plane Talk describes the career of an early Norton plane maker, Henry Wetherel, whose
mark "H. WETHEREL" "IN NORTON" is quite similar to that of Elisha-Eliphalet of Keene.
The writer is greatly indebted to Mrs. Doris Duley of Wrentham, cited above, who supplied much of the
genealogical information, and, most importantly, this "lead" which enabled me to trace the various E.
Briggses. Other information came from:
U.S. Census of 1790. New Hampshire.
"Upper Ashuelot" The history of Keene. 1968
Simon Griffin. History of Keene. 1.0-4
F. Whitcomb, ed. Vital statistics of Keene. 1905
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A sketch of the E.BRIGGS/IN KEEN mark
reported by Roger Smith.

E. BR/GCS / IN KEEN
By Richard S. Martin
The first Eliphalet Briggs (1) came from Norton, Mass. (just ten or twelve miles from the Rhode Island
line.) Eliphalet arrived in Keene in 1767 (or earlier). He died in 1780. Eliphalet (2) was born
in 1734 (presumably in Norton) and died of smallpox in 1776. He is once referred to as Captain so I
presume he may have been in the militia. He was buried in Keene, at the foot of the hill on the road
leading to Roxbury. His remains were the first to me moved to the Prison Street Yard when it was made
a town cemetery in 1795. Prison Street is now Washington Street.
Eliphalet (3), born in 1765, was a carpenter, joiner and cabinet maker. He built many of the first
frame houses in Keene. He had ten children, four daughters and six sons. The six sons all learned
the Cabinet maker's trade. Eliphalet (3) died in 1627.
Eliphalet (4), born in 1788, was a carpenter, :oiner, and cabinet and chair maker. He worked first
in the firm of Smith and Briggs on Prison Street in Keene. (The street acquired its name from the
old jail located near the present ;unction of Mechanic and Washington Streets.) He also worked in
the mills and turning works on Beaver Brook in Keene. Afterwards he worked alone and then with his son
William S. Briggs.
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Eliphalet (4) was the master mechanic who moved, repaired, and finished the meeting house in 1828. He
also served on the planning committee. He purchased a pew, in the gallery of this church, before it was
built. A sum of 53000 was raised by selling the pews at auction. This meeting house is now the
beautiful Congregational Church at the head of the square In Keene.
Eliphalet (4) also built the original Cheshire House.
in 1836.

This building replaced the Phoenix which burned

Eliphalet (4) was selectman, town clerk, and representative. He was a natural musician, and with voice
and violin he led a large mixed choir. Sometimes there were as many as seventy five people under his
direction in the Congregational Church Choir. He died in 1853.
William S. Briggs, son of Eliphalet (4), born in 1817, was in the furniture business with his father
and afterwards alone. He wrote many articles on the history of the town, which were published in the
local paper.
A map of the village of Keene shows an Eliphalet Briggs living on Prison Street in 1800.
have been Eliphalet i3) who would have been thirty five years old in 1800.

This must

Elisha Briggs, brother of Eliphalet (1) came to Keene in 1762. (I assume with some confidence that,
these were brothers because the father of each was William Briggs of Norton.)
In 1775 Elisha built a sawmill and a gristmill on what later hecame the Faulkner and Colony Company
site. He sold these in 1778. A section of the original water wheel may still be seen in the Faulkner
and Colony mill. He also operated the mills on B'eaver Brook in Keene.
In 1797 a saw and grist mill which he owned, burned, but was soon rebuilt. About 1800 he was making
cider mills and other machinery at his place on the North Branch, since known as the "Peg Factory".
Elisha, who had ten Children, died in 1803.
Eliphalet (3) had by 1805 established a cabinet making business on Prison Street, three houses
north ot the Common. Nathaniel Briggs bought the first lot north of the Common, at 32-34
Washington Street, from Josiah Richardson, in 1803. Mc, built a house on the lot, and sold it in
1806. In 1830 this property was owned by John Wood and Elipholet Briggs (4), who at that tine
sold it to Whitcomb French. French opened a livery stable there.
In 1823 Eliphalet (4) and John Briggs were making a wide variety of furniture and also cases for the
clocks made by Luther nmith.
:n 1827 a J. Gilman Briggs, was in business with his brother Eliphalet
Eliphalet (4) purchased the center School, the third lot north of the Common, in 1544. This old
two-storey school, combined with the original mill, made an extensive cabinet and furniture shop.
These buildings burned on a Sunday morning in February 1846. Rev. Livermore dismissed his congregation and went with them to assist at the fire. Rev. Barstow, with a different sense of duty,
continued service as though nothing unusual was happening, although his own church was threatened
with flames.
Eliphalet (4) was a member of the Prudential Committee which formed the Keene Academy in 1837. That
Congregational institution stood on the lot occupied by the old high school building (the old junior
high to the generation of the 1930's). A set of globes, valued at $100, was presented to this Academy
by Eliphalec.
:n 1846 Eliphalet (4) sold a house to Daniel Adams and William S. Briggs.
to Briggs the following year.

Dr. Adams sold his half

After the fire in 1846 Eliphalet Briggs purchased the Ames and Town property at 60-72 Main Street
now the Newberry Block). He moved his cabinet making business to the Ames Building. The helrs of
Briggs sold both properties in 1863 and 1868.
William S. Briggs, son of Eliphalet, was born in 1817 and died at Montpelier, Vt. in 1501. he made
a trip to Watthington early in 1862. On his return he reported on the "state of affairs in our nation's
capital" mentioning a reception he had attended at the White House, given by President Lincoln.
Major Joseph Wilson, whom you mentioned, was an employge of Eliphalet (4).
The dates of the four Eliphalets and William S. Briggs are:
Eliphalet Briggs (1)
Eliphalet Briggs (2)
Eliphalet Briggs (3)
Eliphalet Briggs (4)
William S. Briggs

1713-1780
1734-1776 Capt.
1765-1827
1788-1853
1817-1901

32,
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A. Combination rabbet and fillister belonging to
Bob Graham. Chips throw to the left as with ordinary skew rabbet. Remove the separate part of
the stock (to which the moving fence is attached)
by unscrewing the 3 screws and the fillister becomes a rabbet. The arrangement appears to be professional and original to the plane. Reports of
other specimens of this model are requested.
B. Tote of an early appearing 12" gutter plane
owned by Gary Hammond.

3.

NOTES & QUERIES
We hope it is obvious that the original communications conveying most of the notes and
queries in these columns are digested by your
editor. If material or comment seems questionable or superfluous it is removed without indication. If a topic suggests a question or a
remark, it is appended, hopefully in a manner
which makes clear that it is editorial comment.
but usually without such paraphernalia as
italics, brackets, "ed." etc. Your editor
cheerfully accepts responsibility - as opposed
to credit- for everything which appears in the
Bulletin. If any contributor feels that he has
been misquoted, has been made to seem responsible for ideas to which he does not subscribe,
or has had emphasis or fact in his contribution
importantly altered, we will be glad to print
a retraction.
Bob Seifert has picked up three unnoted possible makers.S.SELLON appears on a 22" beech
jointer with heavy chamfers and an offset tote.
The single iron is marked IBBETSON.
ARNOLD & FIELD is stamped on a 10" moulder
(possibly of maple). The wedge is notched and
the stock has fluting on the fore end and heel.
G.FORBES appears on a 141
/
4 inch beech panel
plane with an offset tote and a smith-made
iron.

Charles Randall informs us that he has two var
iants of the J. SCHAUER label. One has a
script-like embossing in a rectangle, the other
is an incised Roman. There is no doubt that
the fifth letter of the surname is U. The
first label appears on planes with an early
19th C. look, the latter seems to be later.
Charles Randall also tells us about a pair of
hallow and round planes he calls silo planes.
He understands they were used to cut a modified hollow and round joint on the edges of
vertical boards in wooden silos in the Pottsville area of Pennsylvania. The planes were
adapted from planes made for other purposes.
The rounder is of 18th C. appearance and is
101
/
4" long and very worn. The hollow is 91
/
4"
long, looks 19th C. and is in very good condition. The planes make a joint with a 50 10w cant resulting in a circle of large circumference.
'Bob Carlson sends us word of a birch sash plane
labelled G.G.MERRICK /THomAsTobrimE.
Among his planes of Dutch manufacture Fred Bait
has noted an ogee, 10" long with an iron which
is marked. Though t ifficult to read the mark
appears to be PF W .

P.D. reports that one of the lots listed in
Vernon Ward's Auction catalog contains a plane,
Bill Goodman feels it is most likely that the
the maker of which was given as C. COPELAND.
association of the English and American MCORES
P.D. says that if this not a typo it is the
in Bob Mickelson's tool chest is coincidence
first C.COPELAND name stamp he has ever seen a
but leaves the question open.
record of. C.Copeland may have been Charles
Russell Copeland, Melvin Copeland's half brother, who is thought to have been employed by
Seth Burchard sends a short list of plane iron
him. Another possibility is Charles Wilson
makers(from planes found in the collection of
Copeland who was the son of Melvin's older
Chemung County Historical Society, Elmira, N.YI
brother. Daniel. While the two Charles Copewho he hopes to identify or to learn more about. lands were uncle and nephew
they were born in
The first.in an 1848 Plane is marked SSEL
the same year. 1815. Charles R. Copeland is
—SW/WARRANTED CAST STEEL
This may be SHELAlisted as a planemaker without business address
BARGER (see note by Charles Randall). An iron
in Hartford directories in I839,'40 and '41.
from a mid 19th C. plane is marked SEABUR
../EAGLE WORKS (an eagle) WATERVILLE/WARRANTED/
CAST STEEL.
Fountain tells us about a pair of 12"
match planes marked HALE & CO/MASS.. a plough
A group of planes and their blades are marked
marked HOUGHTON and a standing fillister marked
JOH. WEISS & SON/WEIN surrounded by the C-Clamp E.
PIERCE. The last may be E.C.PIERCE of
trademark and surrounded by the Austrian double
JAMAICA, VT.
eagle. (Compare a note from Bob Graham on this
subject). Seth is very anxioi to obiiin deP.D writes that the I CARPENTER listed by
tails about Weiss and the others for the cataHenry Kauffmann in the Chronicle article quoted
loging he has been doing for the Historical
in 1-4 may have been JOHN E. CARPENTER who apSociety.
pears in Lancaster, Penna. directories in the
Seth also reports a rabbet plane from the same
1850s and 60s. It is possible that John E.
ZBIT'ection marked J.RICH. Compare L.RICH in
Carpenter was the son of Emanuel W. Carpenter,
K.R.'s "names alone" list.
planemaker and holder of several patents on
Plane improvements.and Sarah S. Carpenter who
carried on Emanuel's business for several years
Arnold & Walker will be the publishers of the
after he died.
new edition of British Planemakers. The list of
planemakers has been increased from about 350
Vince King, reports a gutter plane with an offto about 880 and there will be much new text.
set tote with the stamp D.BROOKS/PHILA. WILLIAM
Philip Walker writes that there is still a
great deal of work to do in getting it ready for BROOKS is recorded as a Philadelphia plane maker
as early as 1791 but no D. Brooks has been prethe press and not to harbor too early expectaviously listed.
tions of the finished product. Plane buffs
will have a hard time waiting for this one.
Elliot Savward comments on a 1" round plane
Ed Delanev has also noted.T. C. CAIN/RAVENW
markec J XEND(ALL)A no address . 91..2" long, beech
which was reported in 1-4 by A. Clipson.
(?), rounded wedge finial. W.L.G. records both
a James Kendall and :ne or more Johns but the
A plough plane with brass hooped square stems
only label he gives is I KENDALL. It is interwith rounded upper surfaces, secured by bronze
esting to note that a THOMAS KENDALL appears
thumb screws is recorded by Harold Fountain.
in Baltimore in 1831 or earlier and was appIt bears the sawtooth strike D. COPELAND in 1/8" arently in partnership with ?HILT? CHAPIN
in
letters parallel to and just above a similar
1833. Kendall continues to be fitted as a
strike with matching letters but only 5/32"
planemaker in Baltimore directories till 1840high reading WALLAN. This is not a misread for
41. In 1847 he is listed without occupation.
WARRANTED. No town named Wallan appears in the
In 1849 H.(ENRY) MEM. KENDALL appears. In 1859
Gazetteer. Is this a personal name and is the
he is a hardware dealer. In 1860 iy id H.L.
resemblance of the marks a coincidence?
KENDALL & CO.. planemakers and housefurnishing
goods. After 1860 Henry L. Kendall is called
Bob Sutter reports a wrought metal miter plane
a salesman and then the proprietor of an oyster
marked R`PoWELL/LONDON. It has dovetailed sides saloon. Ken Roberts lists a J KENDALL in New
and is 8" long with rosewood infill and wedge.
Lebanon, N.Y. in - 1835 - but the Sayward plane
The wedge is retained by a bar across the plane. appears much earlier in design than this date.
Iron is 13/4".
ERRATA - The plane reported by pcb Graham in the
Dick Martin notes a :ack rabbet marked T. DODGE. last issue was N. Nutting not M.
4.

Jack Gorlin has a Dutch moulder with a crown
over the initials C.J.H.

Bill Eviston reports C.S. WELLS in an embossed
sawtooth border. There are many WELLS amonc
the plane makers but no previous mention of
C.S. Compare HENRY WELL/NORTHAMPTON and
WILLIAMSBURG MASS: L.G. WELLS, L G & R WELLS
and R. WELLS OF Trenton.

Matthew Carter reports a MADOX.plane also beaa.ing crown stampings over the letters / and G
which is the property of G.Goodeve. This is
apparently the first case of crown stampings
noted in an English collection.

Bill also reports an incised BIDDLE & CO/PHILADa
7,176- are probably Robert and William C. Biddle
who ran a hardware store in Philadelphia in
the 1840's.

Ed Delaney confirms two labels given in
I -4. He has an example of PHOENIX COMPANY/
HITOHOOCKVILLE and of T.C. CAIN/RAVENNA

JOH. WEISS & SON of Vienna,whose name appears
makers
on plane irons apparently were also
of planes. At any rate the C-clamp '.:rade mark
of this firm is stamped on a horned smoother
belonging to Bob Graham.

Bill Rider has a plane with 18 C.chara-teristics which has the label M. MOM & SON The
"& SON" were apparently added later and "SON',
is upside down above the name while the & is
also upside down and precedes M. MARSH.

Bill Goodman comments that it is possible that
plane stocks were sold in blank (Brainard, 1-4)
since there was an obvious need for special,
unavailable patterns. He points out that it is
not unusual to find a plane stock re-cut by
the user for a special moulding and thinks that
most tradesmen would choose this solution rather
than buy a new stock empecially if it were a
one of a kind project.

Bill also repdrts J.P. SOMERBY and R. OWENS both
on early appearing planes. The R.OWENS mark is
on a tongue and groove in the same stock with
the unusual feature that the cutting direction
of both irons is the same. An OWENS & BARKLEY
without address appears in Roberts' wPINCA.
Dan Semel reports a plane with generally English.
1750-ish appearance which,however,is made of
birch and sports a wedge with relieved finial.
It is marked E.BENCRAFT in a saw tooth border.

Bob ?:aune has an on going project in the form of
a typology of the te45 Stanley. He has identified at least 17 variants. We have a copy of
this in hand and would like to publish it in a
future issue if clear illustrations can be
produced.

Another Dan has noted is marked I. CAPELL•I
which is reminiscent of the Dutch plane marked
F. MOON T.reported last issue by G. Gardner.
Dan's plane is , however, of American/English
characeristics. Both the Semel planes have interesting chamfer details not included in the
list in 1-4. Other variants should be reported
so a second sample page can be provided.

A wide moulding with an integral fence marked
.iI..SCHAUER is brought to our attention by Bob
Siefert. It has an offset tote and is 43/4"
Tic-e- Fri 14 1/8" long.
I CUSTARD is the mark on an 18C style, off center, open tote panel plane (no nicker) collected near Philadelphia by Bob Sutter.
Vince Kind owns a miter plane marked J.W.SMITH/
MAKER. It has a Samuel Newbold iron. Vince
also reports the label L.G. & CO/NEW YORK.
A page from Iron Age of March 1898 sent by
Roder Smith reproduces a bill head of RUSSELL,
ERWIN & CO. dated Feb., 1846. They are described as Manufacturers of American Hardware
and the firm name is followed by "Late Mattison,
Russell & Co': Their address was New Britain and
their warehouse 92 John St. N.Y.C. The bill
is for locks. (See 1-4)

Matthew Carter offers an interesting comment on
Charles Randall's report of J.G.YORK in our
last issue. Matthew point out it is now known
that one of the JOHN GREENs worked in YORK.
Comparison of number punches between Charles'
planes might provide an important clue.
Ken Bassett's collection contains a plane with
the label HEGNEY & BOILERMAN/310BOWERY. He
also reports D. MARRINER/BK/ME and C.WHITE/PHILA.
Jim Aber owns a plane stamped with two sawtcoth
rectangles, one upright, D.CLARK the other horizontal,J.HAND. Is this the mark of David Clark
of Cumberland?

-

ALL .VIC.OUNTI fifITTLED

ESTABL!SHED 18:5.

•

•

NEWARK, N. J..

TELEPBONE
,/

TO MOCKRIDGE & SON DR.
DFAI,ERS IN

BUILDERS' & N1ECHANICS' HARDWARE,
c.)7 AND 99 MARKET STREE,:,/•-•

0. B. MOCKRIDGE.
0. N. SPARKS.

11(41,x/57
;

Planemaker's bill of 1397. C.B.Mockridce was apparently the son of Abraham Mockrid7e.
The bill is from the collection of Elliot Sayward but was discovered by Gary Hammond.
5.

Several times correspondents have offered possible first time recordings of makers with the
comment that they hoped they were not duplicating others contributions. The second, third
and fourth report of a name are, however, probably more important than the first for they
help confirm that the mark first observed was
not that of an owner. Owner's names, if they
are datable, My be significant in placing a
plane or its features in time but they are
hardly as useful a makers' names which can
eventually help us to chart the entire industry.

Tom Fuller wants it clearly understood that the
speculation that the winged figure with a horn
stamped on the end of some of his planes might
be Gabriel. was your Editor's and not his awn.
He finds the question about a possible connection between the figure and a member of the
Gabriel family to be far fetched.
PD reports R.C. ROBBINS in a saw tooth border.
Can there be a connection with ENOS ROBBINS of
Utica and Newport, N.Y.?
Roaer Smith tells us about a coopers planemaker believed to have worked in the Townsend,
Mass/Brookline, N.H. area named B.FARLEY. His
label is composed of large block letters, burned in.

Clyde Branch describes a complex moulding plan%
off center, ack-style tote marked RIFIAL.
Ed Delaney reoorts a number of Canadian makers
not listed in Roberts WPINCA.
S.F.WILLARD/ROKTON POND (A C.F. MILLARD/ ROXTON POND appears in Roberts'. Is one of these
planes a misinterpreted strike or is there a
very unusual coincidence of names: We would
like to hear from anybody owning either label).
P NICOL/ROX= POND (compare A. N/COL reported by Larry Cohen in Bulletin /- 2).
DRupel
77 .
777517u.B.
THOMAS M. AVITY & CO./IRONMONGER/ST. JOHN/
N.B. - This is undoubtedly a dealer for the
plane is also marked W. FELLOWS/LONDON.a label
which does not appear in WLG's lists although
WILLIAM FELLOWS/BIRMINGHAM is given.

Marion Henlev,Secretary of M-wTCA,makes known
that Betty and Laurent Tornoywho have been engaged in a study of Midwestern planemakers,
have reached phase two of their study and will
photograph examples of Mid West planes at the
Spring Mill Meeting of M-WTCA, May 6, 7 & 8 at
Mitchell, Ind.
Alan Bates notes a 91
/
4" beech rabbet with W.
RAYMOND type chamfering bearing the name
J' A UPHAM in a large sawtooth rectangle. He has
also acquired a 93/4" beech.fixed fence rabbet
or standing fillister with
in14
/ " inThe, ion is marked LAP above
cised lettering.
a. design like this:V Wv. Your editor has
another report of J.A. UPHAWbut he blushes to
admit he does not know who sent it to him.

Email;

Carl Sol= recently acquired the 1889 Illustrated Catalog and Price List of V.A. Emond & Co.
who were established in Quebec in 1867. The
firm made a complete line of bench planes,
moulding tools and cooper's planes. The catalogue is a mine of information and we hope
Carl will do a piece on it for the Bulletin,
perhaps comparing it to contemporary British
and American catalogs in order to learn which
industry exerted the most influence on Canadian styles and terminology.
EMOND & CO. advertised themselves as willing
to make to order planes of any design of which
a drawing was provided. It may be this practice which is responsible for the occasional,
apparently one of a kind)planes of professional
make which turns up.

Bill Goodman doubts that JARVIkof Birmingham
gave his name to the tool called a jarvis but
points out that at the present nothing is really
known about the origin of the tool. He has.
located the name in use, however, in 1837.
Vince Kina reports J. LERCH in a saw tooth rectangle on a jack plane with an offset tote and
a single iron. The name has been struck twice
and may not be a maker. Are other examples
known?
THO GRANT'S mark shows up on planes of varied
appearance giving support to the notion that he
was a dealer in other men's planes. Bob Seifert
tells us that two Grant stamped planes owned by
him are so noticeably different that it is immediately atmarent they did not come from the
same hand. Both have the crown stamp, one over
E B the other ouer M I.

Bob Sutter collected a red birch gutter plane
in Vermont. It has an open tote pinned with
wooden pins.. The mark is J. BAILLY in a_
straight sided rectangle. The tote is offset.
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John E. Basset & Co were long time New Haven hardware dealers
who had planes made for their private label.
Brochure from
the collection of Elliot Sayward,discovered by Jeff Whinston.
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There is a listing in Ken Roberts WPINCA for
J R VAJEN/INDIANAPOLIS/INDIANA. Bob Ochenas
reports a plane marked J H VAJEN in his collection. Were there two Vajens?
Bill Goodman suggests the possibility that
S.V.E.'s"pair of lamb's-tongues would most
likely be used for moulding the end grain, say
on a hard wood table-top, one half with one
and the other half with the other." He thinks
this use may explain why the pitch of the irons
was raised.
Bill Hilton writes that the plane We mentioned
in 1-4 as being described in Vern Ward's catalog is a Block Plane Shave patented by JAMES
Y. SIMONS of Troy N.Y. This gave your editor
some momentary confusion since Bill pointed
out there was an article in the Chronicle,Vol.
26, No. 1 on this tool (Bill had, in fact,
written the article and any editor with his
wedge in place and his iron ground should
have remembered it.) The confusion arose, however, because Vern listed two tools with J.Y.S.
labels, one on p. 13 which is indeed the block
plane shave, or shoemakers' cutting block
shave, very similar to an iron spoke shave in
appearance and another on p.28 which is quite
possibly a shoemakers' plane as well but is
in conventional plane arrangement.
Dan Thomas tells us about a plane with early
appearancs of beechwood with a hand forged iron
set at 50 . It is 915/16" long by 31
4
/ " by 13/8"
It is marked J. WILSON (embossed - saw tooth)
WBG's second list records a JOHN WTLLSON whose
mark was WILLSON (embossed - sawtooth). A Londoner, he dates to 1784. There is no real reason to believe it is the same man except that
18th Century spellings were casual. A number
of other Wilsons appear, both in the U.K. and
the U.S., but none whose first initial is known
is a J.

Ed Delaney provides the following list of
stamps. Planes are of 19th C. appearance:
ALBANY TOOL CO.
A BAU
Rt. BROWN
C.FRENCR
J. GREEN (Perhaps JACOB GREEN, N.Y.
only known from directory
listings - WPINCA)
HANNING & CO
S. KELLUM
MC LEAN
T.SHEPPARD/IRONMONGER
M WATERS
G.C. WARD/WARRANTED
I. WILKINS
Roger Smith, a stalwart of the Society and a
collector of discrimination and wide knowledge,
is also a publisher of tool reprints and a
dealer who periodically issues a list of a
hundred or more tools. Roger's offerings are
heavy on planes, ranging from rare 18th C New
England wooden bench planes and moulders to the
later, but just as collectable, patented wood
and metal or all metal models of the 19th C.
Roger's address is 1444 N. Main St., Lancaster.
Mass. 01523: his phone number is 617-368-8468.
Gil Gandenbercer questions that CRARLES BADGER
1352-1863 gave his name to Badger planes or at
least that he invented the type. He has one
made by GARRET ROSEBOOM of Cincinnati for whom
he gives a terminal date of 1861. Gil feels
that nine years or less is a short time for a
model to be copied and sold in conservative
Cincinnati. Roseboom who was an employee of
Emanuel F. Seybold in 1840 may have been in
business for himself as early as 1841. /n
1848 he was in partnership with W.H. Roseboom
This was probably William Roseboom, a carpenter, who may have been his brother.

Bob Donnelly reports a list of never before noted
A large number of notes and a quantity of patent names who
may be makers. BOOTH/GOLDEN LE (inmaterial provided by Rocer Smith is banked for
cised script) , H. FOGG (embossed, sawtooth) C.
future issues of the Bulletin.
ALDEN (embossed, sawtooth, this not the previously reported C. ALLEN), L.YORK (embossed, sawTom Tully corroborates the W. WARREN/NASHUA retooth), S.MORSE (embossed-rectangle,toothed at
ported in 1-4 by Gary Hammond and points out
intervals) , W. JENKS (embossed, sawtooth), F.
that Ken Roberts locates a W. WARREN in Hudson.
BARNES & CO/LONDON (incised Roman).N HARE (emNew Hampshire in 1860
bossed-sawtooth) , W. PARKS, LATE BROWN & BARNARD (incised Roman,Late is in script), J. SNOW
On the top of the stock of a bench plane owned
(embossed-sawtooth) and DAVIS (embossed, sawby Jack Gorlin is a stamping, REGISTERED/TRADEtooth).
MARK/GOVERNOR. "Registered" and Trademark are
separated by a representation of the mechanical
Philip Walker identifies BOOTH GOLDEN LE as an
engine governor of the two ball variety. The
Irish planemaker operating at 35 Golden Lane,
iron in this plane also has the word GOVERNOR
Dublin about 1875. He thinks J. SNOW may have
and the initials J.S. & S. Information about
been J.B.SNOW who was at Skeldergate in York
this label is desired.
during 1818 to 1820. He thinks also that it is
possible that DAVIS may be one of the English
The "Cut & Thrust" plane has been mentioned in
Devises but none of these are known without inibroadsides of Samuel H. Bibighaus of Philadeltials, addresses or both on their stamps. There
phia and Philip Chapin of Baltimore. la beare a number of instances of Davis in America
_
lieves these are dadoes. The Bibighaus planes
planemaking as well so this stamp .represents
were offered with or without brass stops. The
many possibilities.
Chapin planes had a third alternative, screw
stops.

Daooing Plane

Ken Bassett

A sawmill millwright gave me the plane and the name
when he retired in 1973. "Dapping plane" is the
only name he knew it by. We would probably call it
a "jack" rabbit or perhaps a banding plane. He said
it was used for cutting daps; notches in timbers to
receive other timbers. The plane is of quite
standard form except for the handle which can be
rotated through a full 180° - see sketch. This
allows the plane to be used quite comfortably in
almost any position. It also fits better in a tool
chest. The plane was made by an earlier retiring
millwright - probably in the early 1900's.

25"
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These plane display racks I
have made and found useful.
They are all relatively simple and not too expensive
since they use narrow lumber.
Unless otherwise noted they
are assembled with screws
which I did not show. The
46 wide molding plane rack
holds roughly 160 planes.
They are all set in with maximum use of space and the stamped toe where it can be seen.
The plow plane display is simplest of all and handles a good
number of planes in a small
area. Plows are hard to display
and I believe this is about the
most satisfactory display I've
seen. The bench plane rack has
the disadvantage of hiding the
maker's mark unless the planes
are placed tee up. That will
work except that I find blades
and wedges can and do fall out.
Ken Bassett

A.

A SIMPLE WALL HANGING DISPLAY FOR PLOUGH PLANES

.P.A DISPLAY RACK FOR BENCH PLANES
(4
RACK FOR MOULDING PLANES
\--DISPLAY
6.

From Paul Kebabian
1.

Corrections & additions to list "Vermont Plane Makers,"
BULLETIN. v. 1, no. 3. Spot. 1976.
Brattleboro Tool Co. Add: In Walton's "Vermont Register &
Business Oirectory," 1884 through 1888, under Brattleboro,
Manufacturers -- rools.
Russell (not Russel)

(plane now with PBK)

J. Herrick
Re.

BOLL, v.l. no. 4, Dec. 1976'

1.

p.(18)t L. Bailey plane of A. Weiss. The adjusting nut has
patent dates of Aug. 7, 1855 and Aug. 31, 1858, according
to letter from Weis5about Oct. 21.1975. Plane made by
Bailey in Boston area, 1861-1868, prior to his association
with Statiey Rule & Level in New Britain, Conn. For other
documentation and another example, 17" jointer, see BAIA
CHRONICLE, June 1974, P. 24 (Bill Hilton article).

2.

p. 17, D. Eteson query,
Chaplin's patent plane (May 7, 1872; July 4. 1876)
has a heavy, coarse-thread, worm screw witt lever attached
to rotate it, for blade adjustment. Manufactured by Tower
& Lyon. 95 Chambers Street., NYC. An example of this which
I have, jointer, is equipped with hard rubber open tote, and
has corrIgated sole.

3.

p. 15, "from SVE"t
This appears to be very similar to the Roman Reverse Ogee.
with fence, no. 64 as listed on p.35 of0HIO TOOL CO. Cat.
no. 23, and illus. on p.34. As to what it is for, in tbe
same catalog see illustration, and planes no. 139z. 1397.
139-3/4, and 139a (latter very like no. 62i)which are called
"Door planes." Herewith tracings of two planes I have,
1 bevel cut. 1 ogee, made by X. Crannell/Albany, and other by
Bensen & Crannell/Albany. Both have split stocks which can
be adjusted for width, opened by two large, transverse
wood screws of which the heads fit into counter-sunk holes
in flush-mounted, lozenge-shaped brass plates measuring 2"
point to point in longest dimension. Could likely be used
for rather heavy door construction (whence "Door plane"), the
fences running in a previously-plowed stile or rail, into
which a tolerably heavy ptnel could be inserted.

7-A '3L ADWIN

— 3 314"

LHE_ -'1,70N —8
From

7/8"

Gil Ganderberer
13 075 C.77%

The following are not listed In Ken Foberts or 4. L. Goodnans
J. Richmond - Troy, Chio - 1839
H. T. Lamb & Co. - Memphis

SZO

V. Vintkiee
J. Kellogg Cleveland, Chio
R A R :art
S. V. Shepard - Possibly the same as In :uncan Phye'o Tool Chest. Plane
looks Englion or very early American. It has Large cnampers and nffset
handle.
Jno. Yarkley
S. Cook & Co

New Albany. Ia.

Root & Platt

Alton, Ill.

S. P. ioodruff
J. Chappell

•

1;;•-•
IZ

J.B. CASE

New Albany, Ia.

Pitts.

/.I

Clark. Hyde A Co.

,

M. Curry
I. YanZant

;..

Ceorgetown, KY.

C. M. Ligget

i 4

B. Raymon
C. Fetter
T. Kest
J. Stephens
J. Spencer
J. A. McCellus
A. Elliott
The following names are tronably European,

d•

Ceorg (no E; Noll Freiburg I/B
j. Herrzoner
4. H. Ingwersen 1 -. amourg)?
9.
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PLAIWAKING IN T..F. NATION'S CAPITAL 1822-1875
By: Richard E. May
A search of the existing city directories for
.4shington, D.C. 2/ was made to determine the working
dates for the two known planemakers, William P. Webb
and Joseph B. Bridge, and to determine if there were
other planemakers that had not previously been report-

--17,7777 77;
." •*)

i

" •

ed.
No listing was found for either Webb or Bridge
nor any other planemaker in any of the directories
from 1822 to 1853. The 1853 directory listed a Wm.P.S.
;ebb as operating a turning establishment on the north
side of D north, between 5th and 6th streets west.
:he 1855 directory listed a Wm.P.Webb, planemaker,
at 407 9. This was the only directory listing for Webb
as a planemaker, subsequent directories in 1858 and
1360 listed him in the turning, sawing and bracket
making business. A search of directories through 1875
did not show him returning to plane manufacture. His
address in the 1858 and 1860 directories was 407 G
north. He was also shown as living at this address.
iased on these data it can be surmised that the Wm.
?.B.Webb or at least the business operated by him was the
forerunner of the planemaking business shown as Webb's
sscupation in the 1855 directory. Widently, Webb
fund the turning business core profitable than planemakinm, even though he had more local competition,
because he never nsumed planemaking. Therefore, planes

Ficare 1, Imprint
Thought to be part of Wm.?. Webb mark

bearing his mark were probably made between 1854 and
'F57 and possibly only in 1855. Since there are no
tirectories for the years 1854, 1856 and 1857 a more
precise delineation of his planemaking years is not
tosaible. Figure 1 shows a mark which is thought tobe
part of a Webb imprint. This was taken from a small
skew hollow plane. It has been reported that Webb would
sometimes place his name on one plane in a pair of
i311sws and rounds and the place name on tne other.
Joseph B. Bridge apparently found planemaking
ware to his liking, at least he was listed in the directories as being engaged in the business for a longer
period. :he 1853 directory did not list anyone by the
name of J. Bridge or any similar aliases. The first
listing was in the 1855 directory and listed J. Bridge,
planemaker, 603 H. The 1858 directory listed J. Bridge,
m north only under the business directory heading
of 'Plane-E.:ekes". For some unknown reason only his son,
Joseth 3-": -, Jr., was listed in the alphabetical portion
if the directory. His son's occupation was shown as
:: enter. Inc 1860 directory listed Joseph 3. Bridge,
rIsnemaker, at 458 7tn west and living at 603 H north.
quent directory listings in 1861, 1863 and 1864
a7e the same information. The directories for 1865
through 1875 lid not list a Joseph Bridge as a planemaker, however, they did list a Joseph X. Bridge as
boarding at the same address, 603 H.north. His occupation
was listed first as a carpenter, then salesman, clerk
and finally bookkeeper. Based on these data it may be
P.sluned that Bridge manufactured planes from sometime
ifter 1853 until 1865. Figure 2 shows a mark used by

?igure 2, jcs

.

:ridi7e

I
i Comes Mr. Foley and his man,
;with a box of great variety of
;carpenter's and joiner's tooles
1which I had bespoke, which please
me mightily, but I will have
more.

The line by line search of the Washington direct:I-Lis was discontinued after the search of the 1853
directory. Tho oopu:ation of Washincton became too
lar;:e by 1833 to continue such a search. A search was
ttntinued sf the business advertisements and business
..
tristory listings, nowever, in an effort to determine
if
there nay have been other planemakers. ::cne were
fc'.;nd through 1875, therefore, it appears that Webb
and Bridge were the only planemakers in the nation's
capital in the period 1822 to 1875.

I

1/ Directories for the following years were consulted:
1822, 1827, 1830, 1834, 1343, 1848, 1850, 1853, 1855,
1858, 1860, 1861, 1863 through 1867, 1869, 1872 & 1875.
10.

S. Pepys
Aug. 14, 1666
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Prom u mechunievil

theoretically ehould be located directly

at the point of cutting.
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over the cutting action.

The vertical rotational action of the

cutting edge.

(flee figure 1) This angle has the effect of

bearing directly on the area where the cutting action ia taking
place.
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From en
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A WORTHWHILE PROJECT
We are printing in this issue a reproduction of a page from Bill Hilton's notebooks.
As most plane collectors know, Bill has had a
series of articles in the Chronicle of the EAIA
in which he has discussed planes and planemaking
with emphasis on those makers located on the
coast of Massachusetts.
Bill said in a recent letter to your editor,
"I have always considered the loose leaf notebook as the ideal way of organizing notes and
information and have had visions of a series of
9" X 6" note books containing all the information and data regarding planes, patents, makers,
instructions etc. Naturally one person could
never accomplish this, but by having societies
and groups publish pages for the notes in their
bulletins, etc., it could in time become a reality and a valuable storehouse of plane information". We think the Society would agree and
we propose that those members who do organize
information in this manner (or who would like
to try) and who are not preparing for the publication of studies of their awn, make Xerox
copies of their notes and send them to the
Secretary. He will arrange to collate them and
to assemble groups of pages which can then be
printed and distributed to the members of the
Society. The pages need not be of particular
size though something approximating 6" X 9" to
8‘1" X 11" will be most convenient. The major
critical feature is organization. Random jottings will be practically impossible to deal
with. Regional, alphabetical, or other systematic arrangement is needed. There is no need,
worry about duplication. 1440
incidental';
or more people working the same territory will
almost always produce more than one working
alone.
Projects of this nature can work although
more die than are ever completed. However, the
participation thus far exhibited by the B-ARS
membership has been so strong that there is
reason for optimism. Let us give this one the
kind of effort it deserves. The payoff will be
a large fund of useful knowledge for all rhykenologists.
Bill has so far done the directory records
of Boston, Chelsea, Lowell, New Bedford, Springfield and Worcester,Mass. and has assembled
the patent dates, names, and numbers for planes,
scrapers and box scrapers up to 1910. He has
also collected the plane makers advertisements
for all the New England Business Directory
issued up to 1910.
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Some primitives from
the collection of
Dave Perch.
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Bob Carlson's G.G. Merrick sash plane.
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LOWELL , C•3
DIRECTORY LISTINGS OF

LOWELL PLANEMAKERS
Fish,Ansel
Hapgood,Lyman W.
Lowell Plane & Tool Co.
Prescott,Charles
Taber,Wing H.

1837
185
1858
1832
1844

1855
1837
1870
1866

HARDWARE DEALERS
Jacob Rogers & Co.
Alpheus Smith

1855
1832 - 1837

CARPENTER
John Pettingell

1844 - 1878

INVENTORS
Bridges,Charles

-Block plane,Dec.8,1874,No.157,438
-Bench plane,July 20,1875,No.165,704

Chipman,Willard W.-Holding and adjusting plane-irons in
their stocks,June 23,1857,Na.17,618
Davis,George E.

-Bench plane stock,May 1,1855,No.12,787

Nichols,Oldin

-Carpenters plane,Mar.10,1857,No.16,805

Stoddard,William

-Securing and adjusting plane-irons in
their sockets,June 23,1857,No.17,645

Taber,Wing H.

-Bench plane,Feb.28,1865,No.46,614

Teed,Eamor A.

-Bench plane,0ct.11,1887,4o.371,482

Worrall,Thomas D. -Method of adjusting plane bits in
carpenters planes,Dec.23,18561No.16,101
-Bench plane,June 23,1857,No.17,657
-Joiner's plane,Aug.4,1857,No.17,951
-Method of attaching handles to planes,
Sept.29,1857,No.18,312.
DIRECTORY LISTINGS

1832

Prescott,Charles, plane maker,Center St.,Webseteris
building,house Belvidere.
Smith,Alpheus,dry goods & hardware,Merrimac St.,Town Ho.

1833
Smith,Alpheus,hardware and dry goods,Town House,Merriatac
St.,house Belvidere.

A page from Bill Hilton's notebooks.
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Label of John Jennion and his wife Anna used
between 1737 and 1769. Bob Donnelly collection

WALKER'S FACE PLANE. Collection of Carl Bopp

Plane made by E:CLIF FORD
Collection of Henry Sawin

Planes made by John Veit of Philadelphia.
Collection of Carl Bopp

Another view of the E:CLIFFORD plane.

Veit planes which produce the same moulding shape
on straight and curved stock. Collection of Carl Bopp

a.

Pilaster plane? 1-3 Collection of Harold Fountain

An unrecorded label in the collection of Bob Donnelly.

Eyebrow Sash planes. Collection of Harold Fountain

Raising plane marked A. ROSS from the collection
of Bob Donnelly.

An unrecorded label in the collection of Bob Donnelly.

From the collection of Carl Bopp. The irons of the
largest, 231
/ " and the smallest, 93/4" bear the label
2
EDWIN HAHN/MAN'FR/W1LKES-BARRE/PA.

